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CANOPY REINVENTED
Infinity Canopy is the most dynamic and versatile shade system in the world! Its modular
design replaces custom and rigid shade products with an infinitely versatile, adaptable and
customizable shade system. Infinity Canopy can be configured in one or multiple colors and
modified even after installation to create new designs for any taste, style and need.
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Infinity Canopy can be as long and wide as needed to fit any space. Individual shade
panels connect together to create a canopy at any length and multiple canopy
sections/rows are placed side by side to cover the space.
The canopy is supported by a pair of aircraft cables drawn between any two points allowing
the canopy to attach to pergolas, between two walls, straight or angled. For very long
installations, the canopy can connect to additional cables for proper support.
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Keep it simple with a single colored canopy or create stunning designs using shade panels
in a variety of colors. Replace panels in minutes to match your new furniture, celebrate with
your favorite team’s colors or get in to the holiday spirit. With two colors or more you can
interchange the panels quickly for a new pattern and look.
Simple

Add New Panels

Half Panels
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Infinity Canopy's unique modular design provides endless possibilities that can't be
replicated by any other shade system.
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Infinity Canopy’s shade panels are individual pieces that easily
attach and detach from the canopy’s frame. They are made from
the highest quality outdoor mesh and canvas fabrics including
Sunbrella and Phifertex and exclusively used in the awning
industry. They provide optimal shade, beauty and performance
and are resistant to sun damage, mold, and fire. The shade
panels are available in a variety of colors providing infinite
options to design unique looks and change them at will. They
can be easily cleaned to retain and reflect their natural beauty for
many years to come.
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The structural components of Infinity Canopy are made from the highest quality marine grade stainless steel
and anodized aluminum to provide years of high performance under the harshest conditions. Each part is
unique and specifically engineered to provide multiple functions and install easily without special tools.
Infinity Canopy’s aluminum profile is the center piece of the system. It is
strong, light weight and has multiple channels to hold the canopy’s
components together. For long canopies multiple hook and base pairs can
attach anywhere along its length allowing connection to multiple cables
regardless of their location. The profile holds the panels securely and can
withstand strong winds yet allowing the panels to install and be replaced
within minutes.

Infinity Canopy’s stainless steel clip and base instantly attach and
detach the canopy to the cables and slide easily for a smooth
movement.
The clip can turn 90 degrees to lock the canopy in open position to the
crossing cables as well as serve as an attachment for other accessories.

Infinity Canopy’s turnbuckle is specially
designed to connect directly to both ends of
the same cable eliminating the need for
pre-measured cables or swaging. The resultlt
is an easy to install turnbuckle with a clean and
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Infinity Canopy parts and panels are backed with our 5 year
limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship.
For details please consult with an authorized Infinity Canopy
distributor or visit Infinitycanopy.com

Authorized Distributor:

